
 
 

CHARTER BOARD MINUTES 
3-3-16 

 
Board Members Present: Esbeidy Campos, Elizabeth Hering (BCHS SC); Linnet Lozano, Sarah Sustaita (MCS PC); Judith Estrada (MCS LC); Sol Gonzalez (MCS ILT); Cara Hetrick 
(BCHS LC);  (DeShonda Roberts, Lupita Trujillo, (BCHS CC); Melinda Jones (Student Serv); Matt Tessier CVESD Chair Kevin Riley, Maureen DeLuca, Staff: Don Mizock, Conchita Yescas 

Not Present: Sarah Sustaita  

Presented 
By 

AGENDA ITEM PRESENTATION SUMMARY/ 
COMMENTS 

ACTION:                              
INFO REQUEST/ PROPOSAL 

BACKGROUND/PURPOSE NEXT STEPS 

 
I. WELCOME/INTRODUCTIONS 

The governance structure for Mueller Charter School and Mueller Charter Leadership Academy (MCLA) will have the primary responsibility of working toward the charter mission of 
90% student academic proficiency and the other goals described in Element Two of our Charter. 

 
Kevin Welcome and Introductions 

 
Welcomed all representatives.     

Kevin Mueller/Bayfront LCFF/LCAP Reminded the board about the importance of 
the LCAP goals and the LCFF.  Disseminated 
new LCAP template plan.  Shared that we must 
clearly detail how LCFF monies will be spent. 
Also disseminated the LCFF State priorities and 
related data elements.  Shared that we are to 
update our goals annually. Shared that all 
public schools need to follow the same process 
so that there is participation from the 
community.   
 
Maureen disseminated the ‘At a glance’ version 
of MCS LCAP goals and related state priorities. 
Shared the plan was approved by our LC, 
Parent Council, and ILT in 2014, because at 
that time we did not have a Charter Board. 
 
 

   

 
II. COUNCIL REPORTS 

 To monitor implementation of, and adherence to, all Elements of the Charter Petition and Local Control Accountability Plan; The Charter Board will request, review and monitor 
qualitative and quantitative data that reflects the organization’s progress toward achieving all goals stated in Element Two of the Charter / Local Control Accountability Plan (LCAP) 
 
Ms. Lozano MCS Parent Council Report Shared their focus is on Goal 16, Parent 

Involvement. Shared that they continue to 
extend communication to parents through   
Facebook, Peachjar, and other after school 
activities.  Also shared that they would like to 
receive additional information from teachers 
and coaches regarding events, like try-outs for 

 
 
 

• To monitor and review 
implementation of the charter 
petition; 
• To monitor the progress of MCS 
toward achievement of charter 
goals; 
 

 



sports, which are usually not posted on 
peachjar.  Informed that they have also 
reviewed and made recommendations regarding 
the safe routes to school.  
 

• To improve communication 
between home and school; 
• To monitor activities of the 
Parent Teacher Organization. 
 

Mrs. Trujillo 
& Mrs. 
Roberts 

Bayfront Community Council Mrs. Trujillo shared that they are also focusing 
on Goal 16, Parent Involvement. Shared that 
they want to make parents a priority, and hear 
what they have to say. They are looking at 
possibly implementing a outreach programs.  
Mrs. Roberts added that they are working with 
Dr. Santos on a volunteer database.  

   

Esbeidy 
Campos & 
Elizabeth 
Hering 

Student Council Esbeidy shared that their main focus is on 
Goals 17 & 18. Shared that during their 
advisory, they discuss scholarships, college 
options, financial aid, and are currently working 
on digital portfolios.  Added that at Bayfront 
they offer a lot of Leadership opportunities.  
Currently, they have an ambassador program, 
and the ASB is working with parents for after 
school programs and rides to after school 
games.  Elizabeth added that they are focusing 
on the future and major initiatives, the roll of 
high school students, and how they influence 
other students.  They are trying to work on 
extending their leadership at Mueller by 
offering tutoring after school.  Added that they 
have a number of clubs in place-- like the 
Pacific Islander Club.  
 
 

Questions/ Answers/ Comments: 
 
Mr. Tessier asked if they are 
currently involving the parents to 
be apart of the college discussions, 
due that it’s a very important topic 
for them as well.   
 
Mr. Tessier also asked if they are 
doing anything or offering 
information to students who have 
expressed their interest in other 
programs other than college. 
 
Elizabeth shared that students feel 
supported with any career decision 
they are thinking about taking.  
 
Dr. Riley shared that the 
philosophy at Bayfront has been to 
prepare each student to every 
single direction they wish to go. 
Also shared they are working with 
partnering companies involved in 
the blue economy.  The blue 
economy is any job associated with 
the bay and the ocean, e.g., 
underwater robotics, maritime 
engineering, environmental 
science.  Reminded that this is why 
they like the Bayfront location.  
 
Mrs. Roberts shared that Bayfront 
has been keeping the parents 
involved in the college future 
planning.  Shared that they will be 
having more career fairs during the 
junior year.   
 
 
 
 

  



 
Mrs. Lozano shared that it might 
be a good idea to bring 
representatives from the 
universities to talk to the parents.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Judith Estrada Mueller LC Shared that their main focus is on Goal 3, 4, 
and 5. Presented a powerpoint informing the 
board of all the programs and approvals they 
have worked on this year. Highlighted that we 
recently approved a music teacher to teach 
students the performing arts, to fulfill one of 
our LCAP goals.   
 

   

Sol Gonzalez Mueller ILT Presented a powerpoint. Shared their main 
focuses are under the Conditions of Learning 
goal: 
ELA/ ELD standards 
GLAD 
Imagine Learning 
Achieve 3000 
Technology 
 
Shared that MCS recently hired a new math 
intervention teacher. Also shared that we 
currently have collaboration teachers strictly 
focusing on PE with the students. Highlighted 
that MCS students recently participated in the 
Speech Contest and two MCLA students won 
first and second place.  

   

Cara Hetrick Bayfront LC Presented powerpoint. Shared that all Bayfront 
classes have been approved by the UC system;  
they are focusing on students with learning 
disabilities; as staff increases, they need to 
make content specific Professional 
Development; Shared a list of all current 
courses offered at Bayfront; they have had 3 
fire drills this year; CELDT students are 
making improvement; staff has been discussing 
what their reclassification criteria is going to be 
for EL students at Bayfront.  
 

 
Q- How many students need credit 
recovery?   
We don’t have a number.   
Q-Would you recover a whole year 
in 6 weeks?   
In 10 weeks they get what they 
would get in a whole year.  The 
objective is to create options for 
students, we know there is a need.   
Q—In what year will they take 
SAT’s, and why didn’t we take the 
PSAT’s?   
Dr. Santos will schedule, it can be 
taken at any time.  Poway allows 
freshman and sophomores to take 
it.   
 
 
 
 

  



 
Q- What are the measurements 
being used for reclassification?   
We are still exploring what other 
districts are using for 
reclassification. 
Q- What measures is the HS using 
to show accountability for meeting 
these goals?   
Course offer are already at high 
standard of rigor, so student’s GPA 
is what many districts use.  GPA in 
Language Arts, High Schools don’t 
use MAPs, don’t use formative 
assessments. We’re really looking 
at their progress from course to  
course.   
 
There is a need a measure to show 
that they are meeting the standards 
and showing growth, especially 
with students coming from so 
many different schools.  Starting to 
work with Howard Gardner’s 7th & 
8th grades.   
 

Melinda 
Jones 

MCS/BCHS Student Services  Presented powerpoint. Shared that their main 
focus is on LCAP Goals # 14, 16 and 18. 
Shared that this year they have been supporting 
the LCAP goals in the following ways: 

• Parent Conferences in November and 
March 

• Family Reading Nights, providing 
over 250 free books to students,  

• Chaperone Fieldtrip Trainings for 
parents attending fieldtrips 

• Planning meetings for our big 
Evening of the Arts event 

• Restorative Practices Training 
continued 

• Cal-Well Grant-5 years 
• Resiliency Monitoring  
• Lockdown Drill 

Highlighted that our middle school students 
recently participated at Mesa Day at SDSU, and 
one of our students won 3rd place for creativity 
and design, and three of our students won 1st 
place in a math competition.   

   

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

III. BUDGET REPORT 
To monitor overall Budget expenditures for conformance with LCAP. 

 
 Second Interim Budget- Don Mizock Distributed estimated revenue @ second 

interim as provided  by CVESD .  Also 
distributed consolidated revenue-unrestricted.  
Explanation provided for increases and 
adjustments.  Over a million dollars are 
expected in surplus.  Bayfront is also showing a 
surplus for unrestricted- $167,000.   

Q- How much is LCDC for a year?  
$50,000.  Bayfront’s rent line 
includes both rent and 
maintenance.   
 
Q-- Why did state only give 
$112,000 for SB740 and not full 
$150,000.  SB 740 funds 75% of 
lease cost OR $750 per student—
whichever is the least amount.  In 
our case, it is 75% of the lease cost. 

  

 
IV. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S GOALS 

The Charter Board will maintain the process and timelines for evaluating the Executive Director previously described under Director’s Advisory Council and contained in 
Operating Guidelines. 
 

Dr. Riley Director’s Goals: Update 
 
 
 
 

Goal 1- still working on this goal, treating this 
year as if we’ll be in that building well into the 
future.  140 applications have been received for 
next year.   
Goal 2- disappointment that there isn’t unity of 
purpose between both sites.  See this as my role 
to bring together.  Critical that we do that, have 
a lot of work to do on that one.   
Goal 3- year to year, we are leaving a lot of 
resources on the table, and can’t justify it with 
our results.  We need to focus resources on our 
students that are sitting in front of us right now.  
A lot of work to be done all the way through 
10th grade to reach our goals.  90% proficiency 
is extraordinary goal, greatest challenge 
reaching that.   
Cradle to college.  One of the top scores for 
CST when it ended.  SBAC scores have room 
to grow, but still above the state average.  This 
has always been a strength of Mueller, looking 
at data and adjusting to make gains.  Point of 
LCAP is resources- if not achieving, need to 
use the resources.   

 Q- What is Mueller doing to 
bridge gap to transfer students over 
to Bayfront: 
 
• Cara Hetrick comes to Mueller’s 
LC bringing updates and  
• a MCS teacher attends Bayfront 
LC meetings 
• Dr. Robledo collaborates with Dr. 
Santos on MCLA/Bayfront 
transitions.  
• MCS teacher is cheer coach at 
Bayfront,  
• Weekly Bayfront/MCS meetings 
with Dr. DeLuca, Dr. Riley, Dr. 
Santos, Dr. Robledo, Mr. Mizock, 
& Mr. Estrada.   
• Field trips from MCS to Bayfront 
for VAPA performances.   
• Teachers from both sites attend 
PD together.   
Q-- How many kids from MCLA 
are going to Bayfront?   
90. 
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V. COMMUNITY COMMENTS 

To serve as liaison between school staff and community for purposes of improving communication, or settling disputes. 
 

      
 

VI. Operating Guidelines 
 

      
 

VII. Closing 
 
  Kevin: Update:  

 
• To date there are 140 applications for 
Bayfront and climbing.   
• Received a letter from the Superintendent, 
stating that lease will be reviewed by the 
CVESD board.  This is going to go CVESD 
because Dr. Escobedo has requested it.  The 
meeting scheduled for March 15th will not take 
place because it doesn’t need to.  If board wants 
to meet to go through lease, we will meet to do 
so.  CVESD budget department and legal 
department will review and will then go to 
CVESD board—because we are a dependent 
charter.   
Mr. Tessier, doesn’t believe the program should 
end if lease isn’t approved.   

Q--Is it a possibility to get a one 
year lease to have time to find 
another site.  
Dr. Riley said he looked at more 
than 20 commercial properties that 
weren’t a fit for our high school 
either because of size, location, or 
condition of the building.  There 
are not that many commercial 
buildings in this area.   
 
Q- how many board members have 
to vote to approve the high school? 
5, and it is by majority. 3 must 
approve.   
Q--Can the board member whose 
son goes to Bayfront vote?  

  


